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ABSTRACT
A longitudinal study investigated chilaren:s ability,

to infer, from initial 'and final relative numerosity information,
which of four transformations of a stimulus array had occurred:
addition, subtraction, eximnsion, or contractiOn. It was expected
that performance would refrect a sequence ot three leVels in
understanding the effects of addition and subtraction: priMitive,
qualitative, and quantitative. A oup of 48 children from 4.5 to 8
years of age participated. All wer twice given the same battery of
tasks, with a..1-year interval betw en assessments, The inference task
consisted of parallel sets of primitive, qualitative, and
quantitative trials for small number items (from 2 through 4) and
large number items (from 7 through-0). On primitive inference trials
two equal linear arrays of Squares were presented. 9n qualitative
inference trials the arrays- diflered by 1, and on quantitative
inference trials the arrays differed by 2. Arrays were presented,
described, transformed, and erased; the child was tegniDed to deciae
which transformation had been performed. In addition/subtraction
trials, children were giVen relative numerosity information, saw a
transformation, and made a judgment about the final relative
numerosity. At the beginning and end of the battery of tasks
children were given number conservation tasks and scored as passing
if they gave adequate explanitions'for correct ludgments on large
number trials. All tasks were presented on a color monitor attached
to an Apple II computer. The systematic relationships found in this
study suggest that it may be useful to focus on identifying geheral
deVelopmental changes occuring across related areas. (RH)
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The research pAgsented here concerns children f s reasoning about addition

and subtraction. It is focused on reasoning Ehat'develops without formal

uition and on reasonini done without the aid of the counting estimator. Cur

previous i4ork with preschoolers and first and second gradFs has supported the

existence of a three-level sequence in understanding the effects'of addition

and subtraction (Blevins, Mace, Cooper, Starkey, & Leitner, 1981; Cooper,

r Campbell, & Blevins, 1982; Cooper, Starkey, Blevins, Goth, & Leitner, 197,8).

The levels are called primitive, qualitative, and quantitative ant are dia-
.

grammed in Table 1. 4,the primitive level childre believe that addiNg makes'

more and subtracting makes less. At the qualitatiire level, they distinguish

between more than before and more than another group.of objects; 'however, theY

/, do not quantify the difference between the two groups. ft ehere are two

vequal groups of objects (with a difference of < 3) they predict that adding

to the smaller one (or subtracting from the greater) will make the groups equal.

At the quantitative level, children can quantify the difference between the
,

twearrays.

Recently we completed a two year longitudinal tudy of early mathema-

tical skills in which we investigaed children's ability to infer, from

initial and final relative numerosity information, whictt of four transfor-

mations had occurred: addition, subtraction, expansion, or contraction. The

ability to make such inferences idVolves applying whit is known about bOth

addition and subtraction and number conservation. In order to make the

inference, children have to be able to underbtadd the difference betweed .

number changing and number maintaihing transformations and they have to know

exactly what effect each transforrzation has. Since his inference ability ,

should be influenced by an increaiing ability to quantify, we expected



performance to reflect the three levelsequence already outlined.

Sixty-eight children, from 41/2 to 8 years of age, participated in the

stydy. All were giVen the same battery of tasks twice, with a one year

interval between assessments. The tasks included several in addition to

the iference, number conservation and addition/subtraction tasks, but

only data concerning the inference task in relation to addition/subtraetion

and conservation will be retorted. All the tasks were presented offa color

monitor which was attached to an Apple II computer.
.

Inference task. Thei.nference task consisted of. parallel sets of primi-

tiye, qualitative, and quantitative trials for gmall number (2-4) and large pumber

(7-9). Since children can aubitize swell numbers, they can represent the infor-

niation about those trials in terms of absolute number. .0n.each trial, two

linear arrays of squares were presen5ad. On primitive trials, the 2 arrays

were equal, on qualitative trials the arrays differed by one, and on quanti-

tdtive trials thaarrays differed by 2. The rays were lined up in spatial

one-to-one correspondence, and wera separated by a horizontal white line. The

-?°'

experimenter used one-to-one correspondence cues to demonstrate the relative

numerosity of the arrays. If one of ihe akr yes had morp squares, the experi-
\ .

menter stated how much more it had. Then b th arrays iwdre'screened with large '

colored rectangles. The experimenter stated that one of the arrays would be changed

and indicated which one. The transformation could.Ve one of tour: expand,',

contract, add 1, or subtract 1. Finally, the arfays were unscreened and the,

experimenter described their final relative numerosity, including how much more

when relevent.. The exlierimenter reminded the_chilcL_whialLarray had.been trans-

formed, and restated the initial relative numerosity; The child had to deCide

which,transformation had been performed. All children were asked not to count.
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: Because the inference task is complex And its memory demands are

extensilie, care was taken that all of the children knew the four tran'ffor-

mations. Before starting the small-numher assessment, children were shown
116

four practice trials in which the transformations were ndt screened. The.

experimenter named the transformations and made sure the child could recite

'all 4 before.going on to the small-number assessment.

As the infgrence tAsk .1.as piloted in the first,year of the st dy,

4

only data from the second year will be reported. Chjldren were c assified
s.

aS primitive, qualitative, or quantitative for small number according to .

the highest level-for which they answered 3 out of 4 trials correctly. If'

their response did not meet this criterion, no level was assigned. Similarly,

-
each child was classified as primitie, qualitative, or .quantitative for large

"number. Most children were classified as belonging to one of our levels (see

Table 2). As expecte children did better on gmall number problems than

lk

large number probleny the majority of children were classified at the

quantitative level for,small number. Reaching' the quanti4tiVe level far

.small number alipears ta'be a. prerequisite forbeing.quantitative for large

number since most of the children who were quantitative for large number were

quantitative for small number (binomial. test, 2. < .005), but, children who

were quantitative for small number were represented at alj. the levels for

large number.

Most nursery school children-were at the primitive level dr no level

for large dumber. Kindergarten and first.grade children were distributed

across all levels. Only in second grade were children predoMinantly quanti-
,/

tative for large number. Those who were scoed as "no level" did not make

r.endom errors. They failed to distinguish number tranoitormations from length
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-transformations, confusing addition with exparkion and subtraction with

contraction (x2 = 16.44, df = < )1). An analysis of the errors of

all the children revealed'that the majoriY of,exrors involved the same

type of confusion (x
2

= 20.02, 'cif'= 1; < .01).

Addition/Subtraction and Inference. The addition/subtraction assessment

consisted of primitil:Te, qualitative, and quantitative trials which are outlined

in Table 1. Children were giveninitial xelative numerosity information which

meant that they were told whether both arrays had the same number, or how lanY

more the larger array had. Then they saw a tranSformation, and wereasked to.

make a judgment about the final relatilre numerosity. Only large number

c

addition/subtraction will be considered as the childreh performed almost

, perfectly on small number addition/subtraction. If children_were classified

as being Aarge quantitative on addition/subtraction they were likely to be

classified'as passing small quantitative inferences. When inferencedpertor-

mance fdr large number was compared tO additiap/subtraction perforlance for

large number children were neArly always at the same level or lower for inference

than for addiiion/sularaction (x2 = 28.27, df = 1, 2 < .01). There appeared
NI

to be a lag of a year or more between attaining the quantitative level on

the addition/subtraction task and reaching the saki/level on the llrge number

inference task. Children can predict final relative numerosity, knowing the

addition/subtraction transformation and the initial relative'numerosity, well

before they can use initial and finnl relative numerosity to infer the exact

^. transformation. A

% .

In both the inference task and the addition/Subtraction tisk, small,
e

number trials were easier.than lar er trials. This.could be due to the

fact that children can ford a representatb i n based on absolute numerosity irk-
,

6
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the small number-trials. One difference between the infereece task and the

5

addition/subtraction task is that in e addition/subtpction task explicit 1.
.

knowledge of the numerosity is sufficient to solve the task, but an algebraic

understanding is involved in solvir4 the inference task. This same distinction
,

may account for the' more general finding that small number tasks are easier

than large number tasks. Certainly an explicit knowledge of numerosity can be .

usod to solve large pumber additIon/subtraction tasks, but children were asked

not to count. In this case, an algebraic representation is, needed to solve

the task.

The same levels of understanding addAtion/suttractian characterize perfor-'

mance on the inferende task'and,the additIon/subtractAon task. One commonalitY

between Ehe tasks is tfiat they both involved reasoning about quantity, so the

developmeneof quantification skills may underlie the similar developmental

patterns. Research y Gotil (1981) indicates that the-same 3 leveleof under-

standing are found in children's reasoning about quantities of length and

amount. This suggests that the development'of quantification skills as

identified by bur Ndel may have general relevance to.children's.reasoning

'about quantity.

Conservation and Infe'rence. Children were given two number conservation

assessments, one at the beginning of the battery of tasks and one at the end.

In tbe number conservaLon task children were asked fer judgments and'explana-
.

tions and they were scored as passing if they gave adequate explanations for

eortect judgments on large number trials. Passing qualitative or quantitative

inference for large number was associated with passing conservation (X.
2

= 131.115b,

t df = 1, k < .01), although svc/conserveKs did poorly on large number inference.

Nonconservers scored at the primitive level or'no level for large number,
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indicating their failure to astinguish clearly between number and length

6

transformations.v Children need to conserve (i.e., understand that addition/ /

/4

subtraction Alanges number and that lelgth transformations-do not) if they

aie to do well on the inference task. But conservation is no sufficient

to solve the task. A quantitative understanding of addition/subtraction is

also needed.

Corr lations Between Tasks. The final.analysis involved computing

correla ions between all the tasks: These correlat ons are listed in

Tabl 4. All the'tasks are positively correlate

Conclusion. The inference task we.have developed assesses children%s .

\ i
ability to infer a transformation from initial and final information about

. .

1

relative numerosity. This ability marks an important applicatign of the child's

knowledge of addition/subtraction. The application of ehis knowledge involves

a more explicit understandirig of addition/subtraction principles.baped on the

ability to represent information about number algebraically. Correspondingly,

we have found that Performance on the inference task is lawfully relation to

addition/subtraction and conservation performance. These systematic relation-
.

ships suggest that it may be useful to focus on idenplying general develop-

mental changes occurring across related areas.. Our three-stage sequence ii a

step in this direction.

;.
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Table 2

Distribution of PerformanCe Levels by Gra&

on'the Inference Task

Level for Small Number Level for Large Number

Grade .None

N 1

K 1

0

2 . 0

2

.

Prim QuAl Quan None Prim

3 1 4 3 4

.)
I 4 9 6 1

t 9 15 6 6

0 2 15 0 1

6 16 44 15`' 12

EP*

-

4-.4

4

Qual, Wan

I . 9

3 5 . 15
.

5 9 ; 26

4 12 ,17,

13 27 .



Table 3

Distribution of Performanoe Levels on Inference Task by

Performance on the Addition/Subtraction Task

Addition/Subtraction
Level Level for Small.Number Level for Large Number

a

i Large Prim sO: 1 1 0 2 0 0 ,0

Large Qual 2 1 6' 8 .. 6 5 3 3 .

ao

.Large Quan .. 0 4 10 36 8 7 10 24

None Prim Qual Quan None Prim Qual Quan

/

4.

a

13



Table, 4 A

Correlations Between Inference Task, Addition/Subtraction Task, and'Conservation Task

Small-Number
Inference

Large-Number
Inference

Large
Additibn/Subtraction

,Conservation
Assessment 1

Conservation
.Assessment 2

Small-Number Large-Number Large Conservation Conservation!
Inference `' Inference Addition/Subtraction Assessment 1 Assessment 2

-
omar...

*
.

.

.42
**

.34 '.68
**

.51
**

(70) -e (69) (71) -(61)

.36 .55 .43
** .

. (68) (70)1 (611

411.

30**
(70)

**
.47

(60)

.59
**

(62)

_ _ _

p < .01

**
p < .001
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